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Health between the private and
the public - shiftitg approaches



Tbe internationøl conference on ltublic heøblt history was attended byt øround 165 participants,
coming to Oslo fom the entire u.,orld. The conference was ønanged øs part of the 400 years

anniuersary for the Norwegiøn public heølth seruices. Summaries of tlte presentations are publisbed
in the booþlet Kuisuiþ M, Larsen Ø. Gd;.) Health between the private and the public - shifting
approaches. Oslo: The Norwegian Medicalsociety, 2003. 123 pp. ISBN 82-7703-078-9. During
the annuersarl yeør, historica/ seminars, medical exhibitions and other euents were held. øll ouer the
country, in order to strenghthen the ties between tlie past and the future in public heabh uorlz. An
oueruiezu is giuen in MichaeI, Vol 1, #1, 2004 (in Norwegian), and in the booþ Pettersen IJ, Sient
H. (eds.) 400 years and the way forward. Oslo: Minisny of Heahh, 2003. 160 pp.
ISBN 82-7841-210-5. On this photograpb, participants øt the Oslo conference are listeningto the

møyor of Oslo, Per Ditleu-Sìmznsen, drtring the reception ffired by the municipality f Osto in the

Eduør¿l Mr¿nch Art Museum on September 3rd, 2003. (Photo Ø. Larsen)
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Thomas Söderqvist

V/hy are there so few scholatly
biographies in the history of
medicine and public health?

Michael 2004; I : I 19-129
A meeting like this is a welcome opportunity to raise historiographical
questions, i.e., questions about the many assumptions (ontological, episte-
mological, cultural, or ideological) that guide professional practice in the
Êeld of history of medicine and public health.

One such set of historiographical questions has to do with the place and
role of the individual in interpretations ofthe past. Is the individual subject
just a social, cultural or linguistic construct? Are "agents" and "actors" pri-
marily defined by webs of discourse? Or do individuals have a role as free

and independent creators ofsociety ald culture, i.e., as sources ofculture
rather than its results? And if so, to what extenr? Further (to raise the "util-
ity"-question), is the ultimate purpose of interpretations of the records of
the past to teach lessons for future collective action? Or is it also to eman-
cipate the individual and to turn him or her into a morally comperenr
global citizen? And finally (to raise the "reflexivity"-question), to what
extent do such different opinions about the individual's place in history,
express different cultural and ideological assumptions, or even difFerent
personal life-experiences, among historians of medicine and public health?

In the wake of such questions and meta-questions about the place of
individuals and their experiences in history, there is a whole set of issues

concerning the role of biography in relation to other forms ofwriting about
the past. The individual subject and its place in history is one of those his-
toriographical topics we tend to repress, and biography is one ofthose gen-

res of writing we tend to avoid. \Mhy is this so?

Ten years ago, Ludmilla Jordanova pointed our in an essay review aptly
titled "Has dre social history of medicine come to age?" that she was srruck b1.

"the restricted range of genres and topics taclded" in the history of medicine
and public health. She added that "one of the mosr dramatic examples of this
is the almost total absence of scholarly biographies", and continued: "Even
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for the really big names celebrated by \Vhig history, few have been the recip-
ients of sustained biographical treatment" (Jordanova,1993,p.438).In fact,
not even EdwardJenner has received any substantial modern trearment.

I think Jordanova was right in 1993. And even though we have seen

some rather impressive examples of scholarþ biographical writing since

then - consider, for example, works such as Patricia Spain \Øard's Simon
Baruch: Rebel in the ranþs ofmedicine (1994),Jacalyn Duffin's To see with a
better ey: A life of Laeruruec (1998) and Michael Bliss's magisterial William
Osler: A ffi in medicine (1999) - I am afraid that Jordanova's observation
is still valid. The absence of scholarly medical biographies, i.e., biographies
about people who have been engaged in medical and public health acdvi-
ties in one way or the other, is indeed dramatic if you compare it with the
interest in biographical writing in almost all other fields. General scholarly
journals like the Times Literary Supplemen¿ and the New Yorþ Reuiew of
Booþs abound with ¡eviews of biographies of all kinds: historical bio-
graphies, Iiterary biographies, art biographies, biographies ofphilosophers,
and so on. But rarely medical biographies.

The absence of medical biographies becomes even more dramatic if one
takes a look at one of the neighbouring fields: scientific biography. During
the last two decades there has been a swell of biographies about naturalists,
microbiologists, biochemists, physicisrs, marhematicians, and geologists;
whatever one desires. Books that have made their publishers happy and at
the same time have received applause in the scholarly journals. In the last
two decades, historians of biology, for example, have produced at least four
major Darwin portraits based on mericulous archival research, one even in
two volumes (Browne, 1996-2002). Historians of physics have produced
seve¡al acclaimed studies ofNewton and Faraday, and there have been mar-
vellously written treatises of Lord Kelvin, Louis Pasreur, Thomas Hen¡y
Huxley, Fritz Haber, Lise Meitner and Rosalind Franklin, just to menrion
some random fine examples. In my view good biographies not only show
hor,v scientists were integrated into the thinking of their time, and how the
life and work can shed light on rhe cultural, political and social context of
science, but also investigate the mind and practice of the indiviclual scien-
tist, and even delve into their private lives ancl existential dilemmas.

Of course, there are many bad biographies as well; some would say too
many. But this is what coulcl be expecred in global book marker that al¡sorbs

around one hundred titles of scientific lives every year. Generaliy speaking, I
think there is a general agreemenr among hisrorians of science roday that biog-
raphyhas become a quite respectable scholarly genre over rhe lasr rwo decacles.

The genr-e has blo.,vn ner'v,¡italir). into our unclerstanding of science pasr.
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If Academia in general and our disciplinary neighbours in particular,
have taken biography to their hearts for some twenryyears now, why is this
not yet the case in the history of medicine and public health? \X/hy are rhere
still so few scholarþ medical biographies?

The question becomes even more topical if one contemplates the fact
that the medical-biographical genre has a much longer record than most
other biographical genres, including scientific biography. Hippokrates, the
celebrated, but elusive phantom figure of ancient medicin e, had bioi writ-
ten of him already in the Hellenistic period, none ofwhich, unfortunateþ,
is extant. A thousand years later, the miraculous healing powers of some of
the medieval saints a¡d their relics found the way into tl:'eir uitae, a genre

which later came to be known, somewhat condescendingly, as hagiography
(literally saint-writing). And yet ariother half millennium later, Renais-

sance and early modern period medical doctors had their given place in the

emerging secular biographical tradition, for example in funeral speeches of
deceased university professors and in the collections of what was called,

obviously by inspiration from Petrarch, "the lives of illustrious men".
Medical biography is thus avery old genre, obviously reflecting the fact that
medicine and healing is an old practice, whether pursued by hippocratic
doctors, mediwal saints or professors in the early modern medical faculties

and it continues to be published in great numbers (Morton and Moore,
1994).

In spite of being old a¡d venerable, however, the genre has lagged

behind its sister genre, scientific biography, for the last three hundred years
(the history of the genres of scientific and medical biography remains to be

rvritten; see, for example, Söderqvist, 2002a) . The first uitae of the pioneers

of the so called scientific revolution, including Copernicus and Kepler,

came in the first part of the seventeenth century. fu natural philosophy,
astronomy and physics, and later chemistry and the biological sciences,

advanced toward the top of the academic pecking order, so did biographi-
cal portraits ofwhat gradually became known as scientists, whereas the lives

of medical men (and later a few women) were gradually assigned a more
humble place in the genre spectrum, compared to the lives of the new
revolutionary scientists, Consequently, one of the few medical doctors who
repeatedly received biographical notice in the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries was Hermann Boerhaave. Of the approximately I2O0 medical-
biographical essays and monographs published in the three hundred years

berween 1550 and 1850, almost all were singletons (Certinger, IB54);
Boerhaave, however, received a top score of seven, the most famous of
rvhich \,vas that of his admiring English sruclent \X/illiam Burton, whose
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Account of tlte ffi and writings of Hermann Boerhaaue (1743) came only a
few years after the great master's death. The fact that Boerhaave tovrers
higher than any other in the Enlightenment medical biographical tradition
confirms the impression that he was, in the eyes of his successors, the man
who brought the scientific revolution into medicine (Cook, 2000).

The triumphs of scientific medicine in the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries were, of course, refected in medical lives, too. But they
still lagged behind their more illustrious scientific colleagues. Scientists
were conspicuously presenr in the Lives end Letrers-tradition; these spec,
tacular and detailed compilations about the great luminaries of the Age of
Imperialism, tomes packed with excerprs from letters, often in two, some-
times three volumes. Darwin, Pasreur, Kelvin, \Øallace and the orher grear
stars of nineteenth cenrury science all got their tributes. The marhema-
tician-S7illiam Rowan Hamilton was the subject of 2100 pages in three
thickvolumes (Graves, 1882-89); the physicist and physiologist Hermann
von Helmholtz was memorised by three volumes in German (Koenigs-
berger, 1902-03). But there were nor many greer medical doctors among
them. And when authors of medical lives eventually adopted this grand for-
mat, the era of Lives and Letters had a-lready ebbed out, nor leasr thanks to
Lytton Strachey's and André Maurois's attacks on what they regarded as

biographical dinosaurs. Harvey Cushing's two-volume Life of Sir Wittiam
Osler in 1925 was one of the most celebrated medical biographies of the
interwar period and was indeed a gre^ttribute ro the man. In form and out-
look, however, it came almost a quarrer of a century too late. It was out of
fashion befo¡e it was even conceived.

I will not try the reader's perience by going into the medical biographi-
cal tradition of the rest of the twentieth cenrury, but will hasten ro my con-
clusion of this look-back on rhe record of the genre, viz., that one reason
why there are so few scholarly medical biographies today, comparecl to, for
example, scientific biographies, is that even if medical biography is a very
old genre, it never really has had a süong presence as a scho/arþ genre. True
enough, tucked a\May on the shelves here and there are some extremely well-
wlitten and thoughtful studies. But, with the risk of sounding conrenrious,
there have indeed been a lot of bad medical biographies. The Biography
Room of the -ùØelcome Library in London conrains every possible variety of
eulogistic, panegyric, hagiographic, badly writren, badly organised, baclly
contextualised biography, in all major languages: English, French, Ger-
man, Spanish, Italian, Russian, Danish, Slvedish, etc" Biographies wi.irren
by admiring colleagues, devoted stuclenrs, faithful r,vives and pr.oricl daugh-
te rs ancl sons; biographies rvlirten out of ciury, or as lat-ours o1i love ; bio-
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graphies that wanted to set the record straight, and so forth, but very few
good scholarly biographies.

This lack of a strong scholarly medical biographical tradition may paftly
explain the absence that struck Ludmilla Jordanova in 1993. But there is

also another, and probably more important, reason which has to do with
the strong impact that social history has made on the field of history of
medicine and health in the last three decades.

If one goes back to the programmatic manifestos of the social historians
of medicine in the 1970s and 1980s, one will note th€ extent to which they
were fighting against the biographical genre. They probably did not do so

because theywere trying to defend a scholarþ space of their own against the
dominance of scholarly medical biography (because, as we have seen, there
was hardly any such tradition), and their fight against biographywas prob-
ably not driven by a virtuous wish to combat the many bad medical biog-
raphies (because there were bad biographies in all possible areas, including
lousy art biographies, literary biographies and scientific biographies, norv
filling dusty shelves in remote librarF stacks). Neither did the social historians
of medicine fight so fiercely against biography because theywere influenced
by the vague and-biographical sentiments fuelled by positivism, Marxism,
structuralism, new criticism etc., that hovered all over Academia during
most of the post-war period (because art historians, literary historians, his-
torians ofscience etc., continued to produce scholarly biographies eppar-
ently without being affected either by the marxist denouncement of indi-
vidualism, by Roland Barthes's call for the "death of the author", or by the
young Michel Foucault's attempt to eradicate the subject (Burke, 1998)).

So why then did historians of medicine in general and social historians
of medicine in particular, tlF to root biography outl Susan Reverby and
David Rosner's influential anthology Heablt care inAmerica: Essøys in social

history from 1979 gives a clue. In their introductory chapter, the editors
questioned medical doctors' definitions of health and disease and hege-

mony over history; they wanted historians to take over professional owner-
ship of the medical past. But there was more at stake. Reverby and Rosner
had a much more far-reaching political goal than control of the past: they
evidentlywanted to have a say about who should control the contemporary
rnedical system. The new social history of medicine was tholight to be a

weapon that would unmask "the pervasive societal faith in the potential
and effìcacy of medical science" (Reverby ancl Rosner, L979, p.4). Histo-
rians were thought to help break doctors' control over the health s)zstem.

Reverby and Rosner took the sicle of patients against por,verftrl docrors, ancL

in cloing so; the)¡ particulaliy qLrestioned biographies of "great men",
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because they believed that biographies were an expression of false con-
sciousness. In thei¡ view, medical biographies made the presumed real
forces in history - social and economic forces, political discourses, ideolo-
gies, patients, nurses, etc. - invisible. In short, biographies upheld the
power relations in the medical system.

Confirmed social historians of medicine were not alone in attacking
biography as an expression of a deplorable "great docror"-perspecrive in
history of medicine. \Øith very few exceprions, most professional historians
of medicine in the 1980s and 1990s have been hostile, or at besr indiffer-
ent, to biographical writing (Linker, 2002; Söderqvist, 2002a). This is

remarkable, because it was in the same period that Academia in general
began to shake the ban on biography imposed by Marxism and structural-
ism off their shoulders. (Indeed, literary and art historians neve¡ found it
necessary to fight the art establishment and have therefore apparendy nor
felt any strong need to attack biographies of artists. In fact, ir seems as if arr
historians still feel rather cosywith the idea of the "great artisr"; more crir-
ical approaches to arr biography, like Christie and Orton (1988), have not
had much impact).

Likewise historians of science have not felt any sr¡ong urge ro combar
the "great men" of science for political reasons; the idea of "greatscientists"
has just been considered a trife unfashionable, so it has rather been a ques-
tion of moving biography out of the "great man" perspective instead of
attacking and denying the genre of biography altogether. As Thomas Han-
kins wrote in an influential article titled "In defence of biography" prb-
lished in 1979 (thesame year as Reverby and Rosner made their attacþ, the
genre could in fact be used productively to show how the political, social,
cognitive, philosophical, erc. aspecrs of science were working rogerher.
Hankins did not see biography es rhe expression of a suppressive profes-
sional ideology, but as a useful methodological tool for exploring science in
its wider context.

Hankins's 1979-article announced the come-back of biography as a
scholarly genre in the history of science. For the nexr rwo decades there has

been a surge of scholarly scientific biographies, many of them written with
the Hankinsinian purpose in mind. Adrian Desmond's two volumes about
Thomas Henry Huxley (1994-97) is a telling example. "This is a story of
Class, Power and Propaganda", Desmond announced in the preface: this is
"a contriburion to the new conrextual history of science". A¡d he conrin-
ued: "Isn't it the modern function of biography ro carve a parh through
brarnbly contexts? To become a part of history?... Ancl isn'r that our ulti-
mate aim, to unclerstancl rhe making of our r,vorlcl?" Ancl again:

t.
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"Huxley is part of the new contextual history of science. This itself is a

reaction to the old history of ideas, which displaced the person, made him
or her a disembodied ghost, a flash of transcendent genius. Only by embed-

ding Huxley can we appreciate his role in the vast tra¡sformation that stag-

gered our great-grandfathers" (Desm ond, 1997, p.235).
Desmond and other historians of science have thus given good argu-

ments for not setting social history up against biography and the individ-
ual. So it may be time for historians of medicine and public health to begin

to reconsider the genre of biography. The omnipotent doctor is not the
major culprit any more; today the medical system is in the hands of politi-
cians, health administrators, insurance companies and pharmaceutical
multinationals as well. Patients' lobby groups and nursing organisations are

beginning to have a say as well. The "great doctor" of the pest is largely
gone. There is no need to fog dead horses and therefore there is no need to
combat biography, because it supposedly obscures power relations, social
forces and cultural influences in the medical system.

To use the individual as a lens, as it were, into the larger social and cul-
tural context ofphilosophy, or science, or ert, or literature, or, in this case,

medicine and health - i.e., to use biography as a microcosm of history at

large, or as an ancillø historiae (a servant of history), as I have called it else-

where (Söderqvist, 2003) - is probably the most common ergument
among historians today for the use of biography. It is an important role

indeed, which, as I have just tried to argue for, makes it more profitable for
historians to work withbiography rather than against it. Recent develop-

ments in historiographical thinking, such as microhistory and the loose

intellectual movement of "new historicism" and its interest in literary
tropes, add to the impression that biography and some its salient features,

for example the focus on narrativity, are important contributions to med-

ical historiography.
Yet biography is not just history by other means. Even when one speaks

of biography as an øncillø historiae, one should remember that servants are

never entirely in the hands of their masters. Maybe the notion of biography
as a adjunct to historT should be dropped altogether? A.s an alternative I
suggest to let the ontological assumption which Plutarch rnade in the intro-
duction to his life of Alexander two millennia ago - viz., rhat biography
(bios) and history (histoira) are rwo distinct ways of r,vriting about the past

- gloss the present debate about the relation benveen history and bio-
graphy.

Renrember rhat historia literally means "an inqniry". But in the course

of time such inquiries of dre past have b)' ¡radition come to rnean stucLies of
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phenomena like nations, classes, economic institutions, political move-
ments, social interactions, cultural constructs, etc.. Bios means "an individ-
ual life course", and even if some historians today pretend they are writing
biographies of cities or countries or even diseases, most historians never-
theless prefer to think about biography as the art ofwriting the lives ofindi-
vidual human beings. So whereas ltistoria by tradition deals with the col-
lective phenomena of the past, bizi (uitøe, biographie$ deal with its
individuals. One past, rwo genres.

In other words, even though mosr hisrorians today think of biography
es a genre that takes a secondary role in assisting its more influential mas-
ter, history, this is not the only role there is for it. Biography has other,
more independent, ¡oles as well; for example, et least in the last two cen-
turies is has also been written and read as an aestheric genre in its own right;
literary scholars would probably say that biography has in fact a_lways been
emancipated from being a servanr to history, that it has always blossomed
in its own right.

Medical biography as literature is an interesting topic, which I will not
pursue further here. Instead I will use my remaining few minutes to sketch
out yet another possible role for medical biography (and in doing so, I will
switch from a descriptive-anaiytical to a somewhat more normative stance).
I am thinking of biographical writing as an example of the ancient pracrice
of "spiritual exercises", a tradition which has been high-lighted in Pierre
Hadot's (1987, 1995) recent reinterpretation of Hellenistic philosophy
(1984) which has also had a seminal influence on Michel Foucalt's idea of
"souci de soi" (care of selfl in the third and last volu me of Histoire de la sex-

ualité (1984).

Hadot's point is that already in classical times there was a pronounced
difference between "philosophy" in the sense of systems, conceprs and the-
oretical discourses, and "philosophy" as amode of life. He traces the dis-
tinction through the history of philosophy, from Plato, via Petrarch, Mon-
taigne and Descartes, ro Kanr, Nietzsche and \Øittgenstein. One thing is to
philosophise about what the world is like, or to find out what jusdce and
goodness may be, or what characterises true knowledge, erc. Another thing
is to live and practice justice, goodness, rrurh, erc.

Hadot uses the term "spiritual exercises" for the kind of practical think-
ing that informs philosophy in this second sense, as a mode of life (the tei.m
itself is 'ot cr'cia1; fo. some reade's it may smack of cheap therape*tical
practices, rvhich is not rhe inrenrion). The poinr is that there is a tradition
in philosophy for' "spiritual exercises" as a pracice of inte'sive focu_s o' rhe
in¡eÌlectual inatter at hancl, not primarily in oldei- io conirib*re ro the rhe-
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oretical discourse of philosophy or to understand the world (wen if this is
a nice side-effect), but to change one's own self in relation to the world.

Hadot restricts his analysis to philosophy. But one can easily extend his
distinction to other scholarþ activities, in science and medicine as well as

in the humanities. Following Hadot, one could then say that it is, ofcourse,

a good and admirable thing to do science or medicine to understand the
physical world and the human bodyi or to pursue humanistic scholarship

in order to understa¡d language or culturc, But it is another, and equally
good and vener¿ble thing, to be a scientist or a schola¡ as a mode of life.
Similarþ with biography. The purpose of the genre is thus not only to heþ
understand a larger historical context, or to be an aesthetic genre, bu¡ also

to function as a "spiritual exercise", i.e., to inform the practice of "souci de

soi" (care of self), to use Foucault's wording, In other words, biographical
writing enhances both the understand.ing of individual acdon in the past

and the writer's and the readers' understa¡rd.ing of themselves in the world
today, thus making them better fit to cope with the present world (cf.

Söderqvist, 2002b; Söderqvist, 2003).
Summing up; I believe medical biography has at least two major roles to

play in scholarship today. One is to penetrate the intricacie¡ of the medical
system of the past by using individuals as lenses, or microcosms, to show
how the political, social, economic, milita-ry, cultural, and cognitive aspecm

of medicine and public health have interacted in complexways. The other
is to write and read medical biography as a "spiritual exercise'n, i.e., as a con-
templation of one's place in the contemporary medical and health system

and in the world at large. In other wonds, biographies of scientists, doctors

and nurses can help medical and health professionals understand the place

of their wo¡k in the course of life as a whole; similarly biographical stories

of patients mayhelp us all, as potential suffere¡s" to cope with the situation
of being ill. (Maybe even biographies of historians of medicine and public
health could be of some use?)

I sta¡ted by asking: tVhy are the¡e so few medical biographied I hope
my arrswer has not scared you from inviting me to the next qongress to give

the concluding address, but now to enswer another question: How can we
stem the tide of all these many new and good medical and puhlic health
biographiesì
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Virginia Berridge

Public/private relationships in
health in the twentieth century

Michael 2004; 1 : 13 l-144

'What do we mean by public and private?
In Britain there have been many recent debates in health policy and in
other areas of policy about the issue of public/private relationships and

about how partnerships can be formed to the benefit of both sides. The P¡i-
vate Finance Initiative (PFI) in relation to the building and running of hos-

pitals has brought the matter to the fore for health. Newhospitals are being

built through private finance; the hospitals will be run by the National
Health Service (NHS) on a lease, with services provided through private

companies. For those who have visited London lately, the new University
College Hospital looming over the intersection of Gower Street and

Euston Road provides a visual illustration of these relationships. For Lon-
don Underground Ltd. publiciprivate means a new system where private

companies will run the track and signalling, while the state concern pro-

vides the services.

This type of interaction between public service provision and private

enterprise has been hugely controversial in both areas, but has been a way

in which the zeal for complete privatization of public services under the

previous Conservative government can be publicly abandoned, while
maintaining relationships with the private sector. It became a mantra in

some areas of policy, health in particular. My own institution, London

School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine (LSHTM), has recently funded

a senior lecturer in public/private partnerships as an initiative in tune with
the spirit of the time. These relationships have been visible outside the

United Kingdom (UK) as well as in both developed and developing coun-

tries. These recent UK debates give a key to one area on which a plenary

could focus - this is those relationships in the provision of serwices.

But the terms also have other meanings, too. Take public health, where
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the public can mean public space, tÀe wider environmenr, even rhe role of
the public, the good of the public and how this relares to the role of private
family relationships o¡ privare individual behaviour.

This brings us to another dimension - the concept of the public sphere.
This will be familia¡ ro many in the audience. Hagerman'sThe stuctural
Transforrnøtion of the Public sphereprovided the argument that the intru-
sion of public authority into private lives through the growth of the welfare
services was to erode individual euronomy, turning active citizens into pas-
sive consumers of material and cultural goods. As a result genuinely inde-
pendent and critical forms ofpublic action and opinion, pursued byprivate
individuals voluntarily associating as a public, were compromised, while
the power of both privare and statutory corporations was enhanced
(Hagerman, 1989). Historians have now begun to resr this thesis empiri-
cally (sturd¡ 2002). There is private and public too, in terms of the role of
charity and voluntarism (Mohan and Gorsþ 2001), and the meaning of
private as things which are secret and hidden and perhaps revealed to the
public.

AII these, and more, can be encompassed under my title. Surveying
everything would be impossible for such an ambiguous area. \Øhat I plan
to do therefore is to focus on three themes.

1. some recent illuminating work on the public/private theme in relation
to health services and to public health before 1945.

Then to focus on the post-1945 period in relation to the health of the
public - a period which seems to be still relatively neglected. How does
this reflect some of the issues I have raised?

3. And finally a future research agenda for public and private with and
some comment on potential methods and sources.

Public health and health policy up ro 1945
For public health, the key change at rhe rurn of the nineteenth and twenti-
eth centuries was from the focus on the public environment, cleansing pub-
lic space, providing main drainage, water supplies and slum clearan.. ,o 

".temphasis on the role of rhe family and the modificadon of individua_t
behaviour through hygiene and health education.

As with all such historical change, the sharpness of the char-rge can be
overemphasized. Recenr work, for example, Hamlin on chadwick and
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public health, has shown how the environmentalism ofnineteenth centulf
public health was a surrogate for more general social reform. Its public
focus was muted (Hamlin, 1998).

Dorothy Porter has argued that the advent of bacteriology and germ

theory, once seen as the motive force behind the 'personalization' of public
health concerns in fact served to maintain an interest in the environment,
although this time it was the role of the individual in the environment

which beca-me the focus (Porter, 1999). Mick\Øorboy's work on the diffi¡-
sion of these theories also draws our attention to the unwenness of the

spread and to the interaction of environment a¡d individual vector
through the idea of 'seed and soil' (\Øorboys, 2000).

This more recent work on public health serves to modify the sharpness

of the public/private change and to make it more. Anne Hardy and others

have also drawn attention to its cross-national variation. The hygienic rev-

olution drew its impetus from America and continental Europe in the late

nineteenth century, and Britain was slow to adopt some of its principles
(Hard¡ forthcoming).

For health services, the relationship between public and private in terms

of provision and funding has been a strong theme in recent work. In the

British context in particular, historians have thrown light on the relation-

ships which prwailed in pre-NHS health services as pert of the ongoing
revision of the 'moving frontier' of public private relationships in health,

with private here also including the role of charitable endeavour.

In some senses, National Health Insurance (NHD in Britain after l9l3
provided the model of an interaction between public health and private
provision, but in the form of social insurance it offered something outside

both. As Steve Sturdy has recentþ pointed out, central to the moral justifi-
cetion of NHI, was the fact that the scheme wes to be administered
through the provident friendly societies and so would bringwith it many of
the same moral benefits associated with voluntary forms of organized selÊ

help. It was both public and private and something different. The German
health insurance scheme which combined state benefits and voluntary
organization wâs seen as a model (Sturdy, 2002).

Here again cross national variation was important in the ways in which
these systems operated. Noel tVhiteside's comparison of British and

French health insurance has compared the pre-war British National Health
Insurance system with the post-war French cøisses. She has shown ho',v

in the UK NHI was subject to central control, while, in post-war
France, accountabilirF was devolved downwards rather than upr,vards.

Relationships between pr-iblic and private financing and services .,vere
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differently organised both nationally and locally (\)Thiteside, 2002 unpub-
lished).

The relationships beween public and private in health service provision
did not die out after 1945. Recenr work byJohn Mohan, Martin Gorsþ
and others, which is being presented at this conference, draws atrention ro
the continuance ofmutual health insurance even after the establishment of
the NHS. They have drawn artenrion to the changing narure of the hospi-
tal and the public who supponed it.

Post-1945 and the health of the public
I will change from survey to special pleading at this point. My focus is the
years after 1945, a period, where, as yer, there is less historical work even
though its starting point is more than fifty years distant. Most work here
has concentrated on the development of health services, but I will concen-
trate on public health and health poliry rather tha¡ health services because
here there are some interesting interrelationships between conceprs of pub-
lic and private.

The dominant initial theme is the shift from infectious to chronic dis-
ease, from potentially public infection to private behaviour as the focus of
public health post-r945.The emergence of the chronic diseases - cancer,
diabetes, heart disease - as mâtters of main concern for health was consoli-
dated post-\Øorld \Øa¡ Two, and these became seen as mamers of private,
of individual responsibility. The public became privare.

The case of air pollution and/or smoking
Let me focus down on a period in Britain in the late 1950s and early 1960s,
where we cen see this change being negotiated. The discussions around the
relative responsibility of smoking or of air pollution for lung cance¡ in the
British contexr give us a sense of the rationales behind these developmenrs.
\Øhether air pollution or smoking was the prime cause of lung cancer in a

sense epitomised the public/privare rension within public health at this
stage. Here I mean public in the sense of environmental and private in the
sense of behaviou¡al and individual. \Øe can see a change of emphasis -
away from air pollution - very clearly in the discussions which took place
in the committee appointed by the Royal college of physicians in 1959 to
conside¡ the smoking and air poliudon issue.

The commitree .was ser up as one on srnoking and air poilution. It was
to consider both, the connection berween rhem, ancl to procluce a repor.r.
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But the committee decided not to do this, a¡rd its reasons were interesting.

At its meetingon 17 March 1960, it decided that it would publish a sepa-

rate report. Smoking had to be given priority.

It was agreed that the evidence would be ofan entirely different qualiry and

nature. It was pointed out that individuals could avoid the dangers of
smoking but not those of pollution. It was aJso thought that a section on

atmospheric pollution within the main report might detract from the main

arguments on smoking and lung cancer (Royal College of Physicians,

1960).

There were also political reasons for this focus. The British government wes

alarmed, not at the smoking issue so much as at the political implications

of too much stress on air pollution. In the late 1950s when the MRC pro-

posed to include in a statement that up to 30 per cent of lung cancer might

be caused by air pollution, there was political ala¡m. This would give air

pollution, the minutes of the Cabinet committee record, 'unwarranted

prominence'. The committee thought that Professor Bradford Hill and D¡.
Doll had failed to show any substantial difference in risk among non-smok-

ers in greater London and in rural areas. So the politicians asked the MRC
to re-examine their statement. Both statements, so it was commented, had

obvious political implications. The statement \ /as subsequently modified.

The MRC had re-examined their draft and proposed to modify the refer-

ences to atmospheric pollution which implied that it might be responsible

for up to 30 per cent of such deaths. The section would read instead,

...On balance it seems likely that atmospheric pollution plays some part in
causing the disease, but a relatively minor one in comparison with cigarette

smoking.

A further section was modified to read: 'A proportion of cases, the exact

content of which cannot yet be defined, may be due to atmospheric pollu-
tion.'

The pollution issue was effectively headed off. Cigarette smoking was

preferable as a public health issue. Financial responsibiliry could be, at this

stage, contained at the local government level; the scientific evidence

pointed in that direction; and the action to be taken was really up to the

individual. Air pollution was the issue with wider public implications

which had to be damped dor,vn politically (Cabinet Office 1957).

\Øhat rve are seeing here at the end of the i 950s ancl rhe early years of
the 1960s is the rise to significance of a new style of issr-re which emphasisecl

incliviclual responsibiliry rather than environment, occllpation, class oL
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work. one can see that as'science driven'. The epidemiological ¡esearch on
smoking and lung cancer v/as ultimately decisive, and that cenainly played
its part in this transition. Also in play, as I have indicated here, were direct
political factors, which caused the modification of the MRC's sratemenr,
but also wider issues of changes in the whole outlook and location of pub-
lic health?

Here was a new public health struggling to be borne, no longer an envi-
ronmental issue rather a quesrion of remedying the defects in individual
lifesryle. The rise of this style of thinking can be traced both nationally and
internationally through, for exa_mple, the 1974 Lalonde Report and
through documents like Britain's Preuention and beølth: Eaerybody's busi-
ness. A reassessrnent ofltublic and personal heabh (l9TG).

Private is also public
But the emphasis on private behaviour was always located paradoxically
within frameworks which can be te¡med public, and it is these interactions
and their change over time which I want to spend some rime exploring.
There is a paradox here that private and public were reconfigured and inter-
related in the new public health, but in ways in which we can also tease out
different definitions of public and private.

Take, for instance, the notion of public in public health science. The
scientific discipline at the heart of the transition in the public hea-lth focus,
risk factor epidemiology, srressed individual behaviour modification and
individual responsibility for health. Yet the concepts of epidemiology mer-
¡ied concern for a population base - for overall public change - with what-
ever benefits accrued to the individual. The individual was only important,
as the British epidemiologist Geoffrey Rose wrore, as part of the population
as a whole. This was the prevention paradox. Population change v/as nec-
essary, although the benefits to the individual might be more intangible
(Rose, 1992). Risk wes a concept which was both private and individual
and public at the same time.

Individual behavioural concerns concentrated on smoking, on diet and
on the role of heart disease. But it was perhaps AIDS in the 1980s which
highlighted this tension betrveen private behaviour and its impact on the
population. ArDS was an epidemiological syndrome par excellence; and it
also exemplified key reners of rhe new public health, stressing individual
behaviour modificadon, individual responsibility, but also the rights of the
inclividual, all within a context which had the interesrs of rhe population, rhe
public at large, as a p-,-imar;, political and irealrh concern (Berr.idge, 1996).
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Publicity and private behaviour
Mention of AIDS - and of the other public health topics - brings us to
another dimension of the continuing public/private interface in post-war

public health. This is the key role of publicity and the media in the post-

war concern for the modification and regulation of private behaviour.

Drinking, smoking, eating, drug taking, sexual activity - private behaviour

- became public property through what David Miller andJenny Kitzinger

in their study of AIDS and the media, have called a'circuit of mass com-

municadon', a network of interests ranging through politics, health, media

production and dissemination processes (Miller and Kitzinger, 1998).

This was a process which also has a history and one which is beginning to
be traced. In the post war period media matters took on a wholly new

dimension. As Kelly Loughlin has shown in a forthcoming paper, notions

of privacy and confidentialiry of the private nature of the doctor/patient

relationship were affected by the coming of the NHS. She uses the media

furore in the 1950s surrounding the birth of conjoined twins to demon-

strate how the dual influences of the growing media interest in health and

the establishment of a state funded health system brought in their train an

extended and altered notion of confidentiality (Loughlin, forthcoming).

This was the media interest in health which was also symbolized by Charles

Fletcher's path-breaking programme about surgery, Yoar Life iru Their

Hønds,in 1958.

These developments were accompanied by the establishment of a

sophisticated press and public relations machinery within medicine's pro-

fessional base. For example, the British Medical Association's (BMA) poli-
cy towards the media began to shift in the late 1950s. Active and targeted

engagement with the media by BMA spokespeople wes seen as a way in
which to reinforce its public perception, pressing the associations' contri-
bution to medical science rather than the self-interested issues of pay and

conditions. In doing this, the representatives of medicine were interacting

with a new type of specialist in the media - the health services correspon-

dent. Medico-politics and the NHS was an areapioneered byJohn Prince,

a former lobby correspondent atthe Timeswho moved to take up the posi-

tion of health services correspondent at the Daiþ Telegrøpb in 1957.

Medicine in general was becoming Írore public. But these develop-

ments were particularly noticeable in the area of public health, where the

emphasis overall was on the modification of private behaviour. Pubiic edu-

cation, of course, had long been part of the pr,rblic health and hygiene

remit. But this transmuted into ane\,v mass remitfrom the 1960s. Let us

look at a committee which epitoinized the change, tl-re Cohen comrtiiiee
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of 1964. Here we can see a sryle of health education and public health in
developmentwhich was yery different both from pre-war health education
with its group discussions, 'filmlet shows' or home visits. The commirtee
itself was permeated by a strong media focus. Its deputy chair came from
the Consumers Association (and previously the BBC), while, along with
the traditional medical conringenr, were an adverrising agency represenra-
tive and the health editor of woman magazine. The traditional health edu-
cation focus had been on individual advice to mothers and advice on spe-
cific action like vaccination and immunization. But the commitree
considered that more education was needed on human relationships - sex
education, mental health, the risks of smoking and being overweight, and
the need for physical exercise. These were difficult areas, rhe reporr com-
mented, where selÊdiscipline was required.

There was a strong emphasis on the role of individual risk avoidance,
mingling moral and medical imperatives. The report placed emphasis on a
greeter degree of central publiciry, using habit changing campaigns and
social surveys, as well as strengthening the new profession of health educa-
tors. This new breed was to be trained, on the American model, in journal-
ism, publicity, the behavioural sciences and teaching methods. Training
people would involve both imparting knowledge and inculcating selÊdisci-
pline - a telling phrase. The brief of health education was changed from
the earlier information dissemination model just a few years earlier. Telling
people and giving information about health also involved, it srared, per-
suading people to take appropriate action. Knowing about the risks of cig-
arette smoking was no good unless accompanied by an appeal for appro-
priate and urgent action.

The report emphasised the role of the mass media in health education.
One TVprograrnme, ir commenred, could reach 5 million people, whereas
it would take 250,000 group discussions of 20 each to target the same audi-
ence. There should be a central body to take forward these changes and to
evaÌuate them. It would be staffed by new health educarors, trained in psy-
chological skills, decision-making by group skills. The Report ultimately
led to the setting up of the Health Education Council (HEC) in 1968,
reconstituted in the early 1970s (Cohen Report, 1964).
The committee's report rvas rhe porrenr of a new style for public health.
Post war public health and health education took the central role of the
media in sociery as its animaring iclea in moclif ing private behaviour. The
campaign mounted by rhe adverrising agency saatchi and saatchi fo¡ the
ner,vly establisl'red HEC in the early 1970s demonsrrated the nerv ethos,
d,erivecl fi'orn changes which had their origin i' rhe us adve.tising scene.
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Advertisements in 1971 showed smokers crossing ìØaterloo Bridge inter-
cut with film oflemmings throwing themselves offa cliff. Avoice over said:

The¡e's a strange Arctic rodent called a lemming which every year throws
itself offa cliff. It's as though it wa¡ted to die. Every year in Britain thou-
sands of men and women smoke cigarettes. It's as though they want to
die. ..

\Øomen re-emerged in the 1970s as a major focus of new style health edu-

cation for smoking. The most striking image from a campaign run in
197314was a naked mother smoking. 'Is it fair to force your baby to smoke

cigarettes?' it asked. There was a clothed yersion of the pregnant smoking
woman, but evaluation concluded that it was less effective as a campaign

tool. The commercialization of the private was seen as necessary for the

modification of public behaviour (Berridge, forthcoming a).

Health acdvism and science: public and private
Use of the media in this way- through behaviour altering campaigns - has

remained central to public health, as much with AIDS in the 1980s and

1990s, as smoking or diet in the 1970s. A distinctive sryle of health
ectivism emerged which used the media rather than mass membership as its

negotiating tool. ASH (Action on Smoking and Health), founded in 1971,
\Mas a prime example. Media 'stunts' and 'spin' were pioneered in the 1970s

for health. The basis of such groups epitomized the public/private inter-
face; ostensibly private associations of concerned citizens, they were in fact
almost entirely state funded (Berridge, fonhcoming b).

The centrality of the role of the media for public health was underlined
by the way in which restriction of opposing media became the cenral pol-
icy strategy. Public health ecdvists saw mass media as the central terrain to
be used and to be fought over. Restriction and ultimately prohibition of
tobacco advertising became central to rhe public health case from the

1970s.

Increasingly, the scientific advice on which behaviou¡ change was to be

based came to be a media event. Stephen Hilgartner's recent Science on

Stage sees the emergence of three reports on nutrition and health in the US
in the 1980s as an example of the stage management of expert authoriry.
He draws out the contrast beftveen a'backstage' of production (negotiarion

and dispute among committee members) and a deliberately staged 'front
stage' of unequivocal consensus (Hilgartner, 2000). The role of journalists

and public relations specialists in this plocess shoulcl also be acknowledgecl
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and the changing narure of the interacrions. \Øhen the Royal College of
Physicians (RCP) launched its first report on Smoking and Health i nI9G2,
it deliberately aimed the report at public and poliry makers. A public rela-
tions specialist was hired, and the college held a press conference for its
launch - then an unheard of evenr. (Berridge, 1998). Increasingly the pub-
lic health fact is a media event.

Private industry and public health
one issue which this media focus underlined was the ¡ole of another sort of
private - the role of private industry and public health. Here the media
publicity agenda has been one determinant of a strongly anti-industry line.
As Mike Daubed, an early Director of ASH, told me in an interview, he
used the US activist text, Rules for Radicøk where it said 'personalise the
problem' - 'the people running the major companies are responsible for
those deaths'. Increasingly, hostility to private industry became the public
face of public health acdvism - notably for smoking, but also in relation to
diet and the role of food interests and for alcohol as well. This became allied
to an absolutist agenda from the 1970s which aimed at the elimination of
harmful individual behaviours rarher rhan their modification.

Yet there is another side to the relationship berween public health and
private industry which has been less explored. In the British conrexr, rhere
\Mas the continuing cooperation 'behind the scenes' between industry and
some public health inreresrs during the 1970s and 1980s. Although this
cooperation was cenrred around the issue of 'safer smoking' and the devel-
opment of tobacco substitutes, later through work on the role of nicotine
and what role nicotine could play in the reduction of smoking related
harm. It is not helpful historically ro see such interacions only through the
US inspired 'heroes and villains' framework inspired by the revelations of
industry documents.

There are also other ways in which the role of private industry in public
health is beginning to be explored. Vivienne Quirke, for example, in a
forthcoming paper, has looked at the role of pharmaceutical industry inter-
ests in the development of drugs for chronic disease. She has shown hor,v
developments in plivate industqy - pharmaceurical innovation - also
unclerpinned the rise of lifestyle public health (Quirke, forrhcoming)" The
inclustrial dimension to public health change needs fi-rrrher exploration; rhe
'i.visible industrial.ist', recenriy much discussecl in science ancl technology
stlrdies, should inake an app€a¡ance her.e too"
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1980s and 1990s:
public health draws on private and public
I drew attention at the beginning of this paper to the focus on individual
and private behaviour implicit in the new post-war public health. In
the 1980s and 1990s that has begun to change. The environment and
the role of the public have made reappearances, although in ways which
stress the interaction of public and private which has been a theme of this
paPer.

For smoking the concept of passive smoking essentially combined the
individualism of 1970s public health with the environmentalism of the
new public health. No longer was this simply a matter of private risk; now
it was a matter of risk to the community as a whole, arr ergument similar to
those advanced at about the same time in relation to HMAIDS. The
'innocent victim' was a powerfrrl component of the new relationships

betu'een private and public.
This was the private individual in public or worþlace space. Environ-

mentalism at the level of the city or locality can mean control of the indi-
vidual, for exa-mple, through the concept of 'community safery' and its
recent elaboration in drug and alcohol-free spaces.

Research agendas and methods
Mention of drugs and alcohol brings me near a concluding section which
will focus more on what needs to be done with some commenrs on research

methods. I started this paper with an outline of the differing meanings of
public and private which could be drawn on. Some of these I have touched
on in the paper, but there is obviously room for much more. Let me just
outline a few ideas.

Specific diseases or policy areas is one way into this arene - and many of
the papers in the conference take this approach. Drugs and alcohol pro-
vide some good example of interrelationships. Sarah Mars will be talk-
ing about public and private in relation to addiction treatment later on.
Alcohol policy also provides a good example of how different national
cultures and regulatory regimes can combine public and private in dif-
ferent ways.

Cross national comparisons el-e an important part of examining the

interaction berween public and private. The state alcohol contro.l
regimes in some Scandinavian countries have disdnctive histories and
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are being or have been dismantled under the impact of EU require-
ments.

3. Global and European dimensions. For a post- 1 945 historian, the Euro-
pean Union (EU) and its role in health is an important part of the pub-
lic/private interface. So, too, are rhe global health agencies which so far
have been little mentioned. The recenr enthusiasm in \ØHO for global
public/private partnerships is a historically conringenr phenomenon
which should be studied. There is now e whole host of international
agencies which have been promoting the role of the private sector in
public health for some while. The \Øorld Bank and the \Øorld Trade
Organisation have been major players in globalisation of health regimes

- for example, the requirement for policies of structural adjustment in
developing countries. The health economisrs at LSHTM who specialise
in developing countries have long had publiciprivate as an a¡ena of
research.

So there is plenty to be done and much material available. Among that
material is, of course, the testimony/evidence of those who are 'living
actors' in events. I am still surprised how little such material is used. \Øork-
ing in an environment such as the London School, I am surrounded by his-
torical actors, although ethical restrictions may make such interviews and
access more difficult in years to come. The public restimony, individual
'witnesses' may perforce become private.

There is no lack, too, of archival material. Our Centre at LSHTM has
been well served recentþ by the UK health department which has given
several of us access to very recent material - a development which other his-
torians, who assume they have to stop archival work in the 1970s, seem not
yet to have noticed. Such material is complemented by the internet ofFer-
ings which are becoming ever more frequent. The recent Hutton inquiry
documentation into the death of the Iraq scientist David Kelly placed on
the internet is part of a trend which has seen the British governmenr's BSE
papers and other enquiries also made available. Like the industry archives
also revealed in recent years, these sources need to be treated with caution.
More than most archival material we know little about what has been pro-
duced and what has nor and rhe conrexrual background. Neverrheless, rhis
is part of a trend by which the historian's 'privare' material is potendally
available to alvider public, an es yer undeveloped part of rhe enrhusiasm for
'public history'.

So there is plenty more which coulcl be said abour post-1945 public
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health and about the inte¡actions between public and private which have

characterised it. Historical work in this area is vital, for it can uncover the
changing meanings of these terms and the close interactions between pri-
vate and public which have characterized the changing nature of public
health and health policy.
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Jan Sundin

Health and social change -
a comParatrve PersPectrve

Michael 2004; I : 145- 162
Neither'health' nor 'social change' is an easy concept to define in a precise

way. For most contemporary scholars, health is not the opposite of disease,

even if disease is the most obvious threat to health. One can verywell imag-
ine a person having relatively good health in spite of being ill. Conversely,
e person may lack important elements constituting good health, without
being medically diagnosed with a disease. Let me - in this context - suggest

a definition of health, which is a bit wider than the "biomedical" model. In
WHO's famous words, 'health' is related to 'well being' - 'complete health'
meaning 'complete well being'. In the context of social change, I would
prefer a more limited range, where beøblt is one's physical ørud mental capac-

ity to realise reasorcable uital goak of life. Otherwise, remporery feelings of
sadness (for instance among Swedes who are not able to beat SouthAfrican
high jumpers in the world championship) would be signs of bad health.
Nor may inherited physical and mental handicaps necessarily be deÊned as

bad healthp er se.It depends on how much the handicap rhrearens the vital
goals in a given context.

Hea-lth will - by this definition - also depend on the cultural, economic,
social and political circumstances in which one is living. The culturally
changing definitions of health will depend on what is considered to be rea-

sonable goals of life. A lack of socio-economic resources is nor a lack of
health itsell but it will often be an obstacle to good health (good physical
and mental resources given one's genetic heritage) and therefore prevenr
one from fulfilling the vital goals of life. The possibilities to realise rhese

vital goals r,vill depend on the socio-economic resources of sociery and of
oneself within this structure, including the politically shaped resolrrces or
obstacles for good health.

This leads to an image of hea-lth and sociery (either on rhe structural
lei'el or for a certain indiviclual) as a mutual reiationship beri'veen di-Ffereni
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types of resources, which are together identical with a grear parr ofwhat we
call 'welfare'. Health is both a resource for the creation of other resources

and dependent on these resources - both the health ofone person and "the
people's health". Everything from genetics ro cuhure influences health.
\Øhat needs to be discussed in this context is its relation to the social fabric
and the way it changes.

\(/e are, given these starting points, forced to reduce the complexiry and
multitude of factors when trying to uncover the nerwork of factors and
interdependencies. \Øe must be aware of the difference - and interplay-
between the effects of socia-l change on single individuals versus the effects

on the whole society or groups within the society. Some of these effecrs can
be measure by quantities, percentages, as chances or risks characterizing
populations. Other effects have to be analysed in a qualitarive way, com-
paring one system with another. Given that health depends on a number of
socio-economic resources, allow me to present some relatively simple state-
ments with graphics from 19'h cenrury Sweden as examples of my own
understanding ofhealth and social change.

Figl. Number of beads of ltousehold in tbe Swedish countryside dmlng

farmers and løndless persons. Source: Sundiru and Willner 2003, p 31.
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. Cltanges in the kboar rnarþet, sociøl structare and social security systems put
ø heauy burden on people's occupational flexibility, social adaptøbility, ønd
ability to fnd econornic safety for tbemselues and their families.

Theoretically and as fa¡ as data allow us ro prove it, basic material con-
ditions are closely linked to health. To get a decendy paid work and social

Figure 2. Infant mortality (a) and mortølíty 30-34 yørs (b) in Swederu

1750-1900. Source: Sundin and Wíllner 2003, p. 36f
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security are two essential elemenrs for safery and health. Changes force peo-
ple to find new ways in order to acquire rhose resources, a challenge for
those afFected. Figure 1 illustrates the transition of Sweden from a predom-
inandy agraÅan societywith a majority of households of farmers, their kin
and servants in mid-eighteenrh cenrury. One century later, the landless

population, relyrng on c¿sual employment and with limited social security,
had grown drastically and constituted almost 50 o/o of all households. The
reason for its growth was twofold: population growth caused by declining
mortaliry parallel to the rationalisation of agriculture, crearing a surplus of
people looking for work. The result was circular migration of young men
and v/omen in rural areas and into the still small and pre-industrial cities,
often surviving on a day-to-day basis.

. Transitions thøt are fundamental ønd rapid o/ìen høue immediøte, pro-

found fficts on heøbh.

Social change takes place all the time and everywhere. Some changes are

less dramatic, some are relatively slow, giving individuals and collectives
the possibiliry to adapt and find new rv\iays to realise the good life. Not su¡-
prisingly, profound and rapid changes have - as empirical evidence sug-

gests - visible effects on health as well. Not all changes are of course nega-
tive for health. People in growing economies tend to become healthier.
Some changes have been positive in the long run, while they have had neg-
ative effects for parts of the population during the initial phases.

\Øhat, then, did the social and economic rransition mean ro the peo-
ple's health in early nineteenth-cenrury Sweden? As a matrer of fact, the
crude mortality rate declined steadily after 1810, indicating a substandal
improvement of their health in spite of economic and social resrrainrs.
However, dividing the figures by age and sex in Figure 2 reveals a more
complex situation. Infant, child and adult female morraliry wenr down
simultaneously, while adult men did not prosper from the same positive
development.

. \X/elftre and heahb ø/so dzpend oru gender, age, and social cløss.

Generally, enough evidence has been produced ro shor,v that gender differ-
ences of health or mortaliry ere nor exclusively - or even mainly - depencL-

ing on genetic factors. In many societies where there is a certain degree of
equiqy l¡erween rhe sexes, adult males tend to suffer more rhan lvomen,
especially fron'i leti'ral health problems. A large part of this surphrs morral-
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ity is caused by male behaviour - excessive drinking, heavy smoking, drug
abuse, violence or other rypes of risk behaviour. Gender - culturally con-
structed roles - is in several ways the mediating factor between sociery and
sex specific moftaliry. Since gender roles are linked to age and class, all three
factors contribute to case specific health peterns. Being a relatively poor,
unmarried, middle aged man in a¡ urban influx area during periods of
rapid social change does, for instance, seem to fit badlywith the male gen-
der role, increasing health risks.

So, if we are looking for a group that was particularly vulnerable to the
changes taking place during this period of time in Sweden that is where we
should find it. And data confirms our expectations. Men were not in gen-
eral in an economically worse situation - probably on the contrary. They
usually earned more than women, and yet the expected differentials caused

by class and civil status were greater emong men than emong womenJ par-
ticularly in the urban areas.

Figure 3. Sex dffirential causes ofdeøtlt, 25-49 years of øge, in Sweden

1776-80 and 1826-30. 0 = no dffirence; I = 100 o/o dffirence, etc. Møle
sarplus øboue }-line, female surplus below }-line. Source: Sundin and
Willner 2003, p. 40.
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. Cuburøl and. gender factors within a particular epidtmiological setting ofien

haue dffirerut fficts on the heabh ofmen ønd women.

Although there seems to be a certa-in tendency for men to run the highest
risks, cultural pafters - for instance in highly traditional patriarchal soci-
eties - may change mortaliry patterns, making women more vulnerable.
HIV/AIDS shows that this can be particularþ dangerous in a certain epi-
demiological milieu. However, in the Swedish case 200 years ago, the result
is in line witÀ the more general pamern. Cause-specific morraliry based on
the categories reported in contemporary death statistics, is not always easy

to interpret. The story told in Figure 3 is, however, consisrent enough.
Male surplus mortality a¡d its increase existed in all groups excepr mater-
nal deaths both in the 1770's and 50 years later. The veryhigh male figures
for "external causes" (accidents, assaults, suicide, etc.) is particularly strik-
ing and congruent to similar pamerns in today's examples of rapid social
change. The figures indicate that a common facror influenced most tFpes

of mortal diseases and - at the same dme - hazardous male lifestyles.

Figure 4. Deaths caused by acute alcobol intoxication in Suted¿n 1804-1870
øccording to death registers and autopsies. Source: Sandin and \Yillner 2003,

P.43.
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. Ifsocial and geographical mobility increases, some people benefit wbile others

lose out.

. During rapid changes, old. norms, rules arud institations no longerfunction as

fficientþ øs thej did beþre.

New economical structures mean that old jobs disappear and - at the best

- new jobs are offered elsewhere with new skill requirements. Geographical
and social mobility tend to increase, a chance of improvement for some but
a risk of fulure for others. The more dra-matic these changes are, rhe higher
the risk of failures. \Øhile the 'winners' may benefit materially and feel safe

and satisfied, the 'losers' may suffer. In the end, the latter affects health neg-
atively in a diversiÊed way: from economically and psychologically induced
problems to behaviour that is directly or indirectly negative for the health
of oneself or others: stervation, alcoholism, smoking, externally caused

health problems, etc.

The way to individual safety is regulated by customary norms and rules:

what kind of skill to acquire, how to behave, where to go for heþ, erc. For-
mal and informal institutions exist in order to regulate this process a¡d tradi-
tional ways are often not 6t for new socio-economic circumstances. In addi-
tion, a new social context usually means that even norms that are not directly
related to the material sector are changing, increasing the risk of confusion
and 'anomy' in Durkheim's sense of the word - a psychosocial process.

A large part of the generation of men born in farmers' households in
nineteenth century Sweden found that theywould probably nor manage to
settle safely on a farm of their own. Other men were sons of the landless

population and had small chances to move upwards socially. These men
(and women in the same generation) went as servants from one place to
another, some of them ending up in urban areas with equally small oppor-
tunities for social advancement or even a steady job. The skills and norms
they were accustomed to do not fit very well to the new circumstances.
Marriage was postponed due to the lack of basic means. Many females had
their first child oumide marriage without fathers who wanted to take the
responsibility for their offspring. The men had diffìculties to fill the central
traditional role as breadwinners. Local supportive informal networks and
social control were not as strong in the urban, more anonymous, milieu.
\Øomen seemed to be able to handle this better, even if many spinsters ancl

widows had to rely on the meagre supply of poor relief already in their for-
ties. The paraJlel humps in male surplus mortaliry a¡rd in deaths caused by
actrte alcohol in¡oxication in early-nineteenth Sweden in Figtre 4 are strll<-
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ing, but certa-inly not a coincidence. They are probably just showing the tip
of an iceberg with direct or indirect effects of harmfirl male lifestyles.

. These negatiue fficts, eaen when change is positiue irc the long ran, ltaue

sometimes becn samrnarized as "social stress".

In the contemporary afÉluent part of the world, social stress has become a
popular label for the negative psycho-social effects of a person's inability to
cope with a situation where external demands and internal aspirations and
hopes are not satisfied at wo¡k or in general. Social stress has, however, also

been used as a diagnosis for societies where rapid social change make these

tendencies endemic and can no doubt be used in that sense even ro describe

historical examples.

. The irnpact of change is alway fbered through formal and inforrnal institu-
txons.

Formal and informal institutions are crearing the rules of the social life,
hence having an impact on welfare and health. Some institurions are,

directþ or indirectly, established in order to minimise social dysfunctions
such as porrerty, health risla and social problems in general. The way these
institutions function decides the potentials ro srrengrhen rhe resources that
are essential for welfare or to counrer negative efFects of social change.

Much changed during the Swedish transition f¡om the old "peasanr"

world. But other traditions survived or developed, some to the benefit of
the people's health. Ideas emanating from Enlightenmenr that disease

could be fought with empirical knowledge and prevention prevailed and
were realised in several ways. Slowly, the number of district physicians grew
in order to serve a sparsely populated country. They were assisted by a new

rype of midwives, trained and "indoctrinated" in order to teach b¡east-

feeding and childcare. Mass vaccination against smallpox was quickly
introduced in the first years of the nineteenth cenrury. The success of this
campaign was possible because of the support of efficient parish adminis-
trations, headed by the vicar in collaboration with the local elites. Cam-
paigns for cleaner cities - advocated by physicians - were slor,vly accepred
by the city magistrates, which decreased the risks of gastro-inrestinal infec-
tions and increased life-chances fo¡ infants.

These are intelentions by the state as a local and central agent for
health, forcing the mortaliry curve dorvnwarcis. Bur rvhy did this br.ing
down mortalii¡among adult i¡,omen br-rt not anong n'renì The mosr piau-
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sible explanation is that the female gender role was more flexible in the face

of social problems. One issue, which remained unsolved until the era of
industrialisation and emigration in the second half of the century, was what
contemporary obseryers called "the social question". It represented unem-

ployment, poverty, uprooted communities a¡d social conficts, something

that women in certain respects coped with better than men. One of the

potential factors that may have been to the advantage of women, due to

their gender roles, is "social capital". This term is used in many different

contexts with different definitions and connotations. Below, it is primarily
seen as resources emanating from people's belonging to, ability to invest in,
and capitalise support and safety from close human relationships.

. Informal institutiorus - øs uoluntary associøtions, social netutorþs in the

worhpkce or amorrg neighbours, tbe famiþ, and otber primary groaps - and

the way ciuil society functions øre esentialfor sociøl stabilifl and security.

Figure 5. Heahh, economic capital (EC), cultural capital (CC) and social cap'

itøl (SC).

. "social capitø|" is one factor thøt determines w/to wi/l become uinners and

/osers.

Although money and its material equivalents to some extent are necessary

assets and solve many resolrrce problems, it is not rhe only means for safery,

welfare and health. \Øhat has been called'socinl capital'- in its different
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definitions and appearances - can be a positive resource to uphold and
restore health. This concept can be used both/either as an individual or a
collective resource. It may carry more or less weight and importance in spe-
cific cases. Although it has an impact both for rich and poor, it is logical to
assurne that social capital is particularly important for the welfare and
health of those who a¡e vulnerable and living close to the limit of material
necessity. Pierre Bourdieu's distinction between cultural and social capital
and his emphasis on the possibility to exchange one trpe of capital for
another is illustrated in the model of three pillars (types of capital) sup-
porting health in Figure 5. The inter-relationship berween the four corners
of the pyramid is important. strengthening or weakening one of the four
corners has positive or negadve impacts on the strength of the other drree.
This model musr of course be used specifically for each conrexr and often
analysed separateþ for men or women.

' Public institutions can distribute and redistribute rnaterial resources, wel-

føre, and social capitø|.

This introduces the crucial role of politics, poliry and political institutions
in the shaping ofwelfare and health for individuats and the people. It is evi-
dent that informal nerworks, guilds, and other non-srere institutions have
been essential for people's safery in the past. Yer, even ifpersons and groups
had to handle these things within a less organised state in l'øncien regime
Europe, historians have increasingly found that there were already by then
a number ofsuch tasks taken care of by local political bodies, a form of early
"linking social capital", where the elite tries to enhance the social resources
of its citizens. The welfare state signifies the ambitious atempr to realise
this vision. The role of public institutions during social change is a chal-
lenging task. Equally, political change and dismantling or building new
institutions may be the spark changing the social fabric. In extreme sysrems

- for instance the apartheid stare - institutions reinforce political, eco-
nomic and social inequaliry and thereby inequality in health. In a crude
sense, it is of course true that our societies have changed from a community
based "Gemeinschaft" with strong close links between individuals to a
"Gesellschaft" with formal institutions taking care of ou¡ needs. It is, how-
eveL, also true that the community model has never been completelywiped
away. Further more, a blencl of the rwo models is probably optimal. The
community needs a protective and benevolent state and the stare will func-
tion badly if the communiry is weak. Figu"e ó illustrates the strong
Gemeinschaft-Gesellschaft atracked by three classical rhrears to healrh.
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Figure 6. The strong society - strong cornmunity model
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Conclusion
Social change is the changing conditions for fulÊlling certain vital goals in
life, above all those related to safery - materially and psychologically. Eco-

nomic resources are created within a certain mode of production (not nec-

essarily referring to Marxist theory). In the human society, the distribution
of these resources is organised within a social system, created by norms,

rules and institutions. The mode of production has implications for the

social system, Iike a certain social system has implications for the way eco-

nomic resources arelcan be produced. Political change may change the

rules and conditions for both economic and social systems. \Øe are some-

times unable to decide if there is a casual chain of events leading to the out-

come, at other times economic or political change have obviously come

Ê,rst. Tøble 1 lists factors observable in nineteenth-century Sweden and in
contemporary Russia ancl South Africa. The contexts are indeed far away

from each other in time and space, ancl yet we can identi$r similar patterns.

Trvo provisional "scenarios" are presentedin Fign'es 7 ønd 8. They give

a "reductionistic" picture of relations between health ancl social change in

nineteenth-centuly Sweden and contemporary South Africa. These scellaL'-
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ios a¡e not deducted from a pretentious theory. They are rather empirically
based arguments for comparative analysis of tre way social systems func-
tion in periods ofchange.

Amongst other worthy things, it is necessary to increase our under-
standing of who become winners and who become losers in the perpetual
distribution and ¡e-distribution of resources for humarr welfare and health.

Therefore:

' It is necessa¡y to ackno¡rledge the complexiry of context-dependent fac-
tors in a¡ analysis ofhealth and social change. single observations ofstatis-
tical correlations between a few va¡iables may put the atrenrion to intrigu-
ing questions. used for simplified answers they could be more misleading
than enlightening.

. Howwer, even in complç.x cases, reality must be reduced and the most
important elements and events must be identified. p¡ovisiond scenarios,
based on the experience of otler events with similar pârterns, are one of the
ways. Neither over-simplitcation nor ad hoc explanations heþ us to real
understanding.
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Figure 7 . Heahh and social Chaftge - Swed¿n c. l B00- l 850.

EC = economic capital
CC = cultural capital
SC= social capital



Figure 8. Heøhb, cøpitøl ønd social change: SoutbAfricø 2002
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Claudine Herzlich

Health and illness at the dawn of the
21st century: From private experience
to the public sphere and back

Michael 2004; I : I 63-1 71
According to the French anthropologist MarcAugé (1984), "The very par-

adox of the experience of illness is that it is both the most individual and the

most social of things." It is also difficult to discern whether health a¡d ill-
ness belong more to the private or public domain. The bounds between

these two domains are not immutable and have often shifted about in the

frelds of health and illness. Nonetheless, the body still belongs to the private

domain. Although the era when religious traditions made a taboo out of
the body is now far past, its sensations are still metters of intimacy, even

secrecy and personal everyday rituals. Paying attention to bodily states is an

activity involving primary relationships, the family still being deeply

involved in preserving health and providin care. Moreover, health a¡d ill-
ness affect many fields of private life, especially love and sexuality. About
the AIDS epidemic in Africa, van Nieberk (2002) has stated that among its

effects has been "the brutalisation of intimacy itself'. In societies with harsh

living conditions, sexuality remains
"one of the few avenues of intimacy ald of an accompanying sense of

selÊworth and dignity [...] That is until AIDS appears on the scene. Now

[...] a disaster not only lurks in the sphere of the public where [...] one is

almost predisposed to expect it, but exacdy in the remaining sphere where

one might have hoped to retain some measure of cont¡ol and digniry: the

private and the intimate."
\Øe cannot talk about bodies, illness and health without relating them

to the public domain too. The history of health is also a history of states and

cities, of work, of wars and travels. Historians and sociologists have, for a

long time now, been analyzingcare-giving institutions and health policies,

tracing the evolution of epiclemics and describing raajor phases in "collec-

tive health". Most of us thought r/ve were expiaining an irreversible trend.

As the welfale state took shape, health would turn into a political issue; anc{
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the "sick man" vanishes under the scrutiny of science. As a consequence, for
a long time, we neglected looking at health and illness as private, personal
experiences,

since then, however, many studies have focused on this private aspecr
and examined "first-person" narratives by the ill or persons close to th.-,
but as often happens, research is following a rrend in society. Individuals'
experiences ofhealth and illness ere nor being reported in scientificjournals
alone. Patients are raising their voices and using their experiences as argu-
ments to be taken inro account when drafting health policies. I would like
to anah¡ze how have our academic disciplines become interested in the pri-
vate and personal experience of health and illness and have dealt with its
presence, or absence, ofthe public space.

The case of sociology is exemplary. lØith the growing awareness of an
unprecedented expansion of medicine, sociologists started working in the
field of health during the decades following \Ø\üØ IL The so-callà "bio-
medical model" had acquired an inconrrovertible legitimacy for explaining
and treating illness conditions. By raising questions about this, Talcott par-
sons (1951) inquired into the social meanings of health and investigated
medicine's role not just as a set of techniques but also as a means of social
control and regulation. In his wake, sociologists did not anal¡nehealth and
illness as privare or public realities but, instead, considered them to be phe-
nomene defined by "professionals" and left up to medicine and doctors.
During a first phase in this new field of research, sociologists mainly looked
at illness as a "social role" and at patients as consumers of health care who
follow doctors' prescriptions.

Then during the 1970s, a more critical view arose. social scientists crit-
icized the increasing "medicalisation" and "social control" that medicine
was exercising over bodies. Behind medicine stood the state, imposing its
normative goals on people and their health. In line with Michel Foucault's
ideas, Armstrong (1995) decried the advent of a "surveillance medicine",
which was reshaping not just the illness experience and the attention paid
to bodies but also senses of identiry. During the first years when this criti-
cal view of medicine and the srate was taking shape, sociologisrs mainly
mentioned privâte individual experiences in order ro accuse and lament
that medicine was keeping us from hearing an authentic "patienr's voice".

The critical spirit of the 1970s permeated all spheres of social acrivities.
The women's movemenr took shape around demands concerning the bocly
and the refirsal of its "medicalisation". The "patient's voice" rhns became
audible in sociery and became a subject of research in rhe social sciences.
These disciplines gracl*ally sho.,vecl inre'est in topics such as gender, the
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body ald emotions. Such research drew even more attention toward the

private experience of illness. My first study in this field, published in1973,
tried to take into account people's yiews about health and illness. My
assumption being that what people had to say on these topics could be

studied in its own right. Even when they refer to medicine and doctors, we

should not see them as "dominated" by an all-powerfi.rl medical model.
Patients' "discourses" about health and illness recount personal, private
experiences that are, however, "socialized". They shed light on the relations

between the individual and his/her group in the specific biographical con-

text of illness.

This growing interest with the personal, the private and the everyday

took place in a general trend in the social sciences. Norbert Elias (1978)

was among the first to point out that this fascination wes linked to the rise

of new theoretical stances and the rejection of the major paradigms, like
Marxism, that had, till then, explained collective life and the future of soci-

eties. Later, François Dubet (1994) wrote that, given its "abandonment of
the classical conception ofsociety as an order", sociology now has as its cen-

tral concern "the social experience", which refers to "the work that each of
us performs on ourselves" to be the author ofhis/her own life. This require-
ment of work on one's self is precisely what characterizes the illness experi-

ence. By the 1980s, more and more sociological studies, on the basis of
qualitative data collected by semi-directive interviews, we¡e focused on the

illness experience of lay people.

Histoyvr¡as taking a parallel path. Private life was becoming a legiti-
mate subject for historians (Ariès Ec Duby 1987). Meanwhile, the so long
overlooked history of patients has become a stimulating field of research as

"ego-documents", in particular the letters patients sent to persons close to
them or to doctors, are being discovered and examined.

This evolution in intellectual and ideological positions intersected an evo-

lution in pathology. Ever more attention was being paid to the prevalence of
chronic and "degenerative" conditions in modern societies. These long-term
illnesses, since they affect all aspects of a patient's life, required a shift away

from a model ofhealth care centered on acute illnesses. As Armstrong (1984)

and others have pointed out, doctors themselves had to bring the patient's life

and the "patient's vie#'back into their understanding of chronic illness. In
this new context, social scientists interested in the private, personal aspect of
the illness experience turned to studying chronic illnesses. To a degree, espe-

cially in relation with medical circles, they became spokespersons for ¡he

chronicaliy ill rvho had limitecl visibility in the public sphere ancl were over-

looked by the mass riedia ancl neglected by health policy.
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This research has made an important contribution to the sociology of
health and illness2. It has shed light on everyday life "with and in spite of
illness" and shown how illness affects patienrs' identities. Unlike in an
acute illness, which but temporarily interrupts daily life, sociologists have
detected in the private experiences ofthe chronically ill evidence ofan irre-
versible destabilization: the unforeseeable succession of "good" and "bad
days" (Charmaz1997), the long-term disruption of daily rourines, and the
need to reexamine the usual behaviors, "tacit assumptions" a¡d empirical
knowledge that underlie the individual's existence as well as his/her life in
the family and at work. By studying these various disruptions, we have
undertaken an in-depth investigation of the "everyday social order", ofhow
fragile it is in relation to biological factors and how difficult it is ro reor-
ganize everydaylife. In this wa¡ long overlooked "bodily facts" have found
a place in the social sciences.

The analysis of the meanings given to the illness experience by the per-
sons who have to cope with it has clearþ shown how important the body is
to a sense of identity. Researchers have listed the changes in selÊesteem
brought by chronic illness: feelings of shame related to the body's deterio-
rating state, the "stigma" felt in encounter with others, and the patient's
sense of a "loss of self'. For Michael Bury 09BZ), a long-time illness
implies "a fundamental ¡e-thinking of the person's biography and self con-
cept". Thanks to his concepr of a "biographical disruprion", rhe accenr
shifted toward the illness experience's temporal dimension and the "reflex-
ive" work performed by patients who seek, not always successfully, to
regain control over their lives.

After having seen their positive contributions, ler us take a critical look
et these studies. First of all, it should be pointed our rhar sociology has
explored but a part of the possible range of illness careers. And, as Lindsay
Prior (2003) has recently noted, the acute illness experience, especially dur-
ing critical phases, has gone unnoriced. \7e have also neglectecl the experi-
ences of epidemic, infectious and parasitic diseases in Third \Øorld coun-
tries. Furthermore, few studies have examined other bodily events, and
then only ofwomen's experiences (menstruation, abortion and breast-feed-
ing). Secondl¡ despite the increasing importance given to health in con-
temporary societies, and despite the heavier emphasis placed on "life-
sryles" that is transferring the 

'esponsibiliry 
for health from the public to

the private domain, sociologists have conducted few str-rdies on bodily well-
being and Êtness. The;. h¿ys studied health perceprions and behaviors, not
health experiences from the personal vier,vpoi'r oF the concerned. This
"emic" sudy oÊhealth woulcl be irnportanr both in itselÉancl for ar-r uncler-
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standing of illness. For example, we might suppose that the ever tighter
linkage betq'een health a¡d selÊesteem \Morsens the sense of a "loss of self'
felt by the chronically ill.

Thirdly, as Janine Pierret (2003 14-15) has noted in her recent review

of this field, research on the illness experience has barely inquired into the

macro-social context and has not sufficieniy analyzed the relations

between private, everyday experiences and the structural factors affecting

them. To cite just an example, the stigma felt by the ill or disabled and, too,

the recognition of their rights both provide evidence about a society's pol-
icy options and about social bonds in that society. Health and welfare poli-
cies, as well as the funding of the health-care system and social security sys-

tems, are crucial not only to patients' medical prospects and their access to
health and medical services, but also to their lives and everyday experiences.

But these relationships have certainly not been analyzed in depth in our
studies.

By the 1990s, researchers were focusing on a new subject, namely first-

person illness narratives. Once again, sociologists of illness 'were s\ iept uP

in a current running through the social sciences, e current ofinterest in nar-

rativity. The history of literature has a tradition of diaries, letters, personal

accounts and novels centered on illness. Nowadays, such narratives,

whether sponteneous or produced in the framework of sociological

research, increasingly fascinate sociologists studying illness. Every issue of
journals in this field now contains one or more articles on úris theme; and

the notion of na¡ration has become a key concept (Hyden 1997).

There is no denying that many of the scientific studies of these na¡ra-

tives are both interesting and moving. The personal viewpoints thus

expressed are a far cry from the descriptions and conceptions of biomedi-
cine. And we notice how emotionally close social scientists frequently have

been to the patients whose narratives they have analyzed, Nonetheless, I
sometimes feel uncomfortable with the stance adopted by these authors.

First of all, narration is not neutral; it is always destined for someone and

pursues an underlying goal. But sociologists have sometimes accepted nar-

ratives "at Face value" and too easily assumed that they convey an image

"truer" than what eny other method of inquiry could produce. The key role

assigned to narration as a discursive process has also, despite references to

the body and to suffering, tended to "de realize" the illness experience: in
these studies, illness becomes a "text" with a meaning but without any real-

iry or material impolt.
For some researchers, the major: qualiry of these narratives is their molal

dimension, since illness is a "moral occasion" (Frank 1997) rhat crystallizes
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"vital lessons about living" (charmaz l99r). This perspective on illness is
the diametrical opposite of the vision emerging from studies of the ch¡oni-
cally ill coping with everyday life. The personal experience of illness is no
longer a "biographical disruption"; ir no longer enta-ils a "loss of self'.
Instead, it is a self-discovery, it offers a possibiliry of renewal and change, or
the opportunity for proving one's capacity to "rise to the occasion" and ,,be

successfully ill". The patient is thus presented as a major figure in our con-
temporary individualistic culture. No one can deny that illness, like any
other important life-event, is a "moral experience" that can have positive
aspects. In fact, this idea fits in a long tradition ofreligious interpretations
of illness. But can all illnesses be "successful"? Does this model of personal
salvation through illness not put intense pressure on patients who feel
unable to "succeed" in that way?

Moreover, how ca¡ we make these rather discordant images of the
patient's private, personal experience compatible with each other? If socio-
logical research is ro advance, ir musr srarr taking this diversiry into accounr
and explaining it. It musr, above all, become more reflexive and critical of
its own methods and actions. How do methods of data collection, the con-
text of research and the implication of the sociologist whether as spokesper-
son or witness, influence patients' narratives and, more generally, the kind
of data we are able to collect?

Nevertheless, these various currents of research share common points.
Both of them have certainly helped to bring visibiliry to the private experi-
ence of illness, by emphasizing its individual and subjective dimension in
isolation from the social context and the domain of collective public life.
undoubtedly, these analyses have ¡eflected a common conception of mod-
ern chronic illnesses: as "totally turned inward the individud (...) and not
discernible in the public space" (Herzlich, Pierret r9B7). But they failed to
recognize that the private is not isolated from the public and the collective,
and is not severed from socio-historical trends. However, the breakout
ArDS came to provide anothe¡ frame of interpretation for illness, its expe-
rience and narrarive.s. Given its epidemic character ancl that it initially
spread in cerrain groups, AIDS soon became a public, collective phenome-
non.

The narratives produced by the HlV-positive ranged, from the very
star¡, rveli beyond the individual, subjective domain. These persons
cleclared they were talking not in their own nalne alone bnt also for. rhe sake
of othei patienrs and of the gi'olips where rhe epidernic r,vas hitting hardesr.
These narratives thus amou'tecl to testimonies -virh several objectives.
They expressecl a sense oFidenr-iq,, bu¡ rhe selÊwo¡k enrailecl by dre illness
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experience referred to the possibility of fitting one's individual life-trajec-

tory into a group history. The na¡rators also wanted to change the negative

image ofthe illness and fight against stigmatization. This strategywas effec-

tive. At the start of the epidemic, when the public only heard reports that

alarmingly tallied the ever increasing number of anonymous victims, the

temptetion wes strong to react with coercion. As of 1985, persons wit-h

AIDS were talking about their lives and situation, and were seen on televi-

sion. The inclination to discriminate ageinst them decreased, and feelings

of compassion and solidariry arose in other grouPs. Bearing testimony in

this way was one of the first public manifestations of the activist otgantze-

tions forming to fight against the epidemic. Thanks to all this, patients' pri-

vate experiences were wideþ diffused through the media toward the pub-

lic; and personal nafrarions were pert of the effort to stimulate collective

action. The AIDS illness experience thus beca-me a public issue.

This set offa trend reaching far beyond AIDS. Ever more often for var-

ious sorts of health problems, a new kind of patients appeared in the pub-

lic space. Patients' associations about various other illnesses make them

heard and their voices have a per formative impact. Their narratives are not

just testimonies. They might take the form: of complaints as in lawsuits;

and often, ofwarnings as in recent "health crises" (such as mad cow disease

or asbestosis); or even ofaccusations against political authorities and eco-

nomic interests. In all these cases, groups form that effectively rally people

on the basis ofa personal experience.

Researchers who studied the AIDS epidemic (including myself) were

fascinated by this sudden emefgence of the illness experience in the public

domain. The considerable sociological research devoted to AIDS has

clearþ shown how the private and public domains of life overlap and how

intimacy becomes collective and political. As social scientists, we did not

assume the role of spokesman for patients, since the latter have managed on

their own to make themselves heard. Instead, we became their allies. Ve
were arrrected by this new figure of the patient on the social scene and espe-

cially by the solidarity and activism of persons with AIDS and their organ-

izations. Suddenly, Parsons' idea that the ill are denied the possibility of
forming a group seemed definitively outdated. On the contrarF' patients

now seemed to serve as the best example of contemporary coilective action

and activism. \Øe assumecl we were obserwing a "change of paradigm": the

aclvent of padents' power ancl a radical transÉormation iu oul socie¡ies' rela-

tion with health, me dicine and scie¡ce. Health r.vas be comin g a,key issue, a

nervs topic (Herzlich, Pierret 1988), drarving the attentio¡ of the meciia

ancl polit.icians. Through activists in organizations, "civil sociery" r,r'as forc-
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ing its way into hospitals and laboratories. The relations these acivists
established with medicine and science were both critical and participatory.
The "patient's viewpoint" was being used to creare new civil iights.

But the AIDS epidemic is now 20 years old. How should we appraise
the evolution and take stock of the currenr situation? It is time to àsk the
question: has AIDS deeply changed the relations between the public and
private in the field of health? Has it irreversibly changed people's relations
with medicine? In poor counrries, ArDS is now a huge pandemic menacing
not just lives but also economic development and social cohesion. The
voices of patients there are barely audible. In wealtþ counrries, mobiliza-
tion aroundAIDS has, since rreatmenrs have become efficacious, fallen off.
The patient no longer holds centre stage. Nowadays, many patients are,
again, left in the solitude of their individual experience.

Did social scientists overesrimare changes during the past two decades?
Did we fail to recognizethatsocial change is never homogenous nor linear?
Did we too easily come ro believe that they would extend into all fields of
health? should we have paid more aftention to other evidence - fo¡ exam-
ple, to some studies showing that most persons with AIDS did not belong
to an organization and did not even have conracs with each other? Or the
evidence that, in the case ofother illnesses, few changes have occur¡ed in
the relations with medicine and in the illness experience? In some domains,
patients' associarions are still hardly visible, rather powerless and they
struggle for their exisrence. Sociologists should be well aware of these neg-
lected realities. For us, rhe challenge is to analyze this new phase and then
reexamine the picture I drew earlier.
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A choice ofposter presentations was auailab/e. (Pltoto Ø. Larsen)
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Visit to the ntedical exhibition Stolies about health, zuhich bad been arrønged blt the

Fotmd¿tioit lYational Medicrt/ Mzseutz i¡,t the ruaìn h,tll of the National Flos,oital
(Rìkshospitølet) i;t Cslo, (Pl.toto Ø, Lrt;'ten)
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Jorunn Mathisen (Nonaafl presenting ø nursing history project. (Photo Ø. Larseru)
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Tbe naditional "outing" ofthe EAHMH conferences went this ti,ne t0 the old siluer mining

city of Kongsberg and included a uisit to tunnels, galleries and sharts caruerJ out l¿ilometers

into the rocþ centuries ago, møking the pørticipants øcquøircted with the abundance of
accident and heahh rishs facing the worþers in tlte pøst. In the old dormitory of tbe miners,

the tu.tdìence attendedThe Kongsberg lecture, which presented a recentþ dìscouered

archiue material on the patients treated b1, tbe surgeorc of tbe mircing comPãn! iru tbe Teat
1739. Tbis study bas been publisbed in Norwegian, containing tlte Kongsberg lecture (in

English) as ø surnmary, in the booþ Berg BI, Braaten M, Larsen Ø. Yrkesskader ved

Kongsberg Sølwerk. Bergkirurgens skadejournal 1739. Kongsberg Berguerksmt'neet,

Skrifi nr. 26, 2004. ISBN 82-91337-30-6. 115 pp. (Photo Ø. Larsen)
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Officialfarewell dinner on September' 6th, 2003: Frotn the lejì professor At'melle Debru
(Paris), professor Esteban Rodrigues-Ocøíia (Grnnndø), dr. Ingegerd Frøyshou Løtsen
(Oslo), professor Marie Cl¿rle Nelson (Linleaping) rznd professor Mrrijle e Gtjnutjt,Hoof n.ø
(Amsterdøm). (Pboto Ø. Lnrsen)


